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Get Your Sh**t Together is a fun read that helps you take control of the sh** in your life. A look
at what is going wrong in society and how we, as a people, are feeding the monster that
destroys the very way we should think and live. A no-nonsense punch to the gut. This book
calls you, and those around you out on what it is that is destroying us as a people and how to
address it. We can't fix what we don't fess up to and this will help you take a deep look at
yourself and make the appropriate changes to be a better leader and contributor at home, at
the workplace, and in the world.
Average or below-average dating life? It's time to change that. NOW it’s time for YOU to learn
and ADOPT the mindset of “the natural”.This is THE shortcut that lets you avoid YEARS of
struggling with this area of your life so that you can become the type of guy women
NATURALLY want to spend time with.This is THE action plan for men who want to see a
massive improvement in their dating lives QUICKLY. It’s NOT about “How to bang as many
girls as possible”. The contents of this book are far more important and life-changing than that.
Mainstream dating advice is generic and doesn’t address oreven acknowledge the core
underlying issues which cause men to struggle to attract women or even hold their attention or
interest for more than a couple of minutes. And the end of the day, if you don’t see yourself as
somebody who deserves to have beautiful, strong, intelligent, independent, sexy women in his
life, then it won’t happen.David T., author Some men resort to using “pickup artist” tricks to
fool women into believing that they are attractive, when deep down they know that the only
reason they are using “game” techniques is because they don’t feel like they’re enough of a
man to attract women naturally. They get occasional results, but ultimately remain unfulfilled.
Why waste years in the gym or trying to get rich to impress girls, or spending countless hours
learning bout “pickup artist” tricks and practising your “game”, when you can just read this
book and get on with your life?David T., author This book explains the EXACT STEPS TO
TAKE and the MINDSET that will allow you to stand out above the VAST MAJORITY of men.
Most men do not understand what makes women attracted and make the SAME MISTAKES
AGAIN AND AGAIN, finding themselves dealing with rejections time and time again. So what
DOES make a woman feel attracted to a man? It’s not about looks, money, your height, your
skin colour, your income level, or the car you drive. IT’S ABOUT HOW YOU SEE YOURSELF.
All but the most superficial women don’t mind if you’re “flawed” in some way. The key is to
become a man who is comfortable in his own skin despite what you might think is unattractive
about yourself. It’s when a woman can see that you’re good at expressing your authentic self,
and that your authentic self is a guy who knows he is enough, that she can decide that she’s
into you. You don’t need to buy her drinks and flowers, do her favours, be a “nice guy” or
pretend to be a “bad boy” to win her affection. You just need to become a man who is
perfectly at ease with himself and knows that any challenges life throws at him won’t throw
HIM off his path in life. This book will teach you how to adopt this mindset. If right now you
believe that you are deserving of anything less than the highest quality women who YOU find
attractive, then YOU NEED THIS BOOK.Do you want THE SOLUTION, or do you have MORE
EXCUSES to not tackle this area of your life once and for all? DO NOT download this book if
you’re not prepared to have your entire mindset challenged with regards to meeting and
attracting women. This is NOT a long book. Because the concepts in it are not complex and
don’t require going into excessive detail. You’ll be delighted at how quickly you can internalize
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your life. THE SOLUTION STARTS WITH YOU.
Delve deeply into the 3 CORE PRINCIPLES a man must internalise in order to become
successful in this area of life.Learn how to BECOME A MAN WHO IS COMFORTABLE IN HIS
OWN SKIN, able to EXPRESS YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF WITHOUT FEAR OF
REJECTION.Trying to attract and create deep connections with women will ALWAYS be a
HUGE CHALLENGE without a solid grasp of these principles.Contains the CLEAR AND
SOLID ACTION PLAN to guide you through the process of becoming the man who
DESERVES and NATURALLY ATTRACTS the type of women he desires.This is THE
SOLUTION for men who have tried “pickup” methods and still suffer the painful symptoms of
APPROACH ANXIETY, FEAR OF REJECTION, and DISAPPOINTMENT at the results of
using outdated “PUA” strategies in their efforts to meet and attract women. Your days of
having to memorize “game” routines and strategies are over.
Funny Novelty Notebook Daily Diary / journal / notebook to write in, for creative writing, for
creating lists, for Scheduling, Organizing and Recording your thoughts. Makes an excellent gift
idea for birthdays, Christmas, coworkers or any special occasion. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9" 120
page Softcover bookbinding Paperback
From paring your belongings to getting enough sleep, keeping your friendships active to acing
an interview, this book tells you exactly how to get your sh*t together, so you can be the best
version of yourself. Use its winning blend of super-achievable life hacks, motivating quotations,
and lots of good sh*t to kick-start your transformation.
"When I was a teenager, I had a nervous breakdown. Battling OCD and an eating disorder
tested my sanity to its very limits, but I survived. And then I thrived. And now I've written this
book, full of the things healthcare professionals can't tell you. Supported by Dr Radtha (from
BBC Radio 1's The Surgery), this is a book about how to live well with a mixed up mind."--Back
cover.
THE LAST SELF-HELP BOOK YOU WILL EVER NEED. In his personal, realistic, and down to
earth style, Zachary Phillips shares what it takes to survive the impact of mental illness and
childhood trauma. To go from a place of barely surviving, to passionately thriving. Drawing
from his lived experience with mental illness, childhood trauma and the recovery process,
Zachary Phillips provides practical advice, tips and techniques for: - Overcoming Anxiety Defeating Depression - Moving On From Trauma - Getting Organised - Finding Meaning Following Your Dreams How To Get Your Sh!t Together has the potential to turn your life
around, to improve your mental state, functionality and overall health. Zachary Phillips is a
writer, podcaster, vlogger, teacher, mental health advocate, motivational speaker and martial
artist. He uses these platforms to promote mental health awareness, personal development
and self-discovery.
Summary Bundle: Life & Biography: Includes Summary of Get Your Sh*t Together & Summary
of Ghost Soldiers From the Description of "Summary of Get Your Sh*t Together"... "You can't
give of yourself to others if there's nothing left of yourself to give, can you?." - Sarah Knight Get
Your Sh*t Together aids you on the process of organizing the f*cks that you want and need to
give and ignore the things that are no good for you; the things you shouldn't give a f*ck about.
From the Description of "Summary of Ghost Soldiers"... "These men suffered enough for a
hundred lifetimes, and no one in this country should be allowed to forget it." - Hampton Sides
The immense number of challenges the rescuers faced was outstanding. Bullets and mortars
were everywhere, strong japanese troops were all over the place and they were clearly
outnumbered. By destroying several bridges along the river in order to hold off the enemy they
managed to lead the prisoners to safety. To this date, the raid on Cabanatuan still remains as
one of the largest and most successful operations ever executed by the US army. What if you
could learn 3X more in 2X less time? How much faster could you accelerate to reach your
goals? Start accelerating your growth today by adding this book to your shopping cart now or
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Get Your Sh*t Together: How to Stop Worrying About What You Should Do So You Can Finish
What You Need To Do and Start Doing What You Want To Do by Sarah Knight - Book
Summary - Abbey Beathan (Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book.) If your life is nowhere
near as you planned it then this book is for you, time to get your sh*t together. Getting your
sh*t together is easy to say but hard to pull off, it requires a lot of mental resilience and
motivation. Nevertheless, it's something that we need to do. If not, we will live the rest of our
lives stuck in dead end jobs, grow to be couch potatoes and procrastinate endlessly. It might
be hard, but with the right guide, you'll pull through and we have just the thing for you. (Note:
This summary is wholly written and published by Abbey Beathan. It is not affiliated with the
original author in any way) "You can't give of yourself to others if there's nothing left of yourself
to give, can you?." - Sarah Knight Get Your Sh*t Together aids you on the process of
organizing the f*cks that you want and need to give and ignore the things that are no good for
you; the things you shouldn't give a f*ck about. A pretty straightforward book that gives you just
what you need, it helps you to spend less and save more, manage anxiety, and teaches you
the power of negative thinking. Reach out and grab your three simple tools for getting your sh*t
together included in this awesome book. P.S. Get Your Sh*t Together is an honest book that
will help get your life on a better track. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein who famously said that
once you stop learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who said that he would want the
ability to read faster if he could only have one superpower in this world. Abbey Beathan's
mission is to bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books through our summaries.
Our vision is to make reading non-fiction fun, dynamic and captivating. Ready To Be A Part Of
Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get
Your Copy. Why Abbey Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey Beathan Serve You?
Amazing Refresher if you've read the original book before Priceless Checklist in case you
missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're interested in the original book
but never read it before Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for a great companionship
of the original book or to simply get the gist of the original book. "One of the greatest and most
powerful gift in life is the gift of knowledge. The way of success is the way of continuous pursuit
of knowledge" - Abbey Beathan

Adulting is hard. Having all your important shit in multiple places makes it even
harder but it doesn't have to be this way. Doesn't matter if you're not naturally
organized or a planner, now you can effortlessly keep your shit together. This
smart, well thought out workbook guides you into looking like you know how to
get shit done. Fill out the thoughtfully selected questions that cover everything
from your basic information, your passwords, your banking info, to your wishes in
death. This is the place to jot down that super cool baseball collectable you've
got or how you've always wanted a Viking funeral. Filling in this workbook will
save your sanity. You'll feel like keeping your shit together just became an
effortless task that you've owned, like a boss.
Do you work too much, play too little and never have enough time to devote to
the people and things that truly make you happy? If yes, then pause, breathe and
pour yourself a glass of wine if you like because Sarah Knight, author of the wordof-mouth bestseller The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F**k is here to help.
The Get Your Sh*t Together Journal is packed full of practical exercises and
prompts to help you work out what you want and arm you with the tools to go out
and get it. Whether you're an overwhelmed under-achiever or a high-functioning
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basket case, Sarah Knight is here to guide you, step by step and day by day,
towards living your best life every damn day. 'The anti-guru' Observer 'Absolutely
blinding. Read it. Do it.' Mail on Sunday 'Genius' Cosmopolitan 'I loved Knight's
book even before I start reading . . . Works a charm' Sunday Times Magazine
'Life-affirming . . . The key practice she advocates is devising for yourself a "fuck
budget" . . . It's a beautiful way of streamlining your psyche' Lucy Mangan,
Guardian
THE "GENIUS" (Cosmopolitan) NATIONAL BESTSELLER ON THE ART OF
CARING LESS AND GETTING MORE--FROM THE AUTHOR OF GET YOUR
SH*T TOGETHER AND YOU DO YOU Are you stressed out, overbooked, and
underwhelmed by life? Fed up with pleasing everyone else before you please
yourself? It's time to stop giving a f*ck. This brilliant, hilarious, and practical
parody of Marie Kondo's bestseller The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up
explains how to rid yourself of unwanted obligations, shame, and guilt--and give
your f*cks instead to people and things that make you happy. The easy-to-use,
two-step NotSorry Method for mental decluttering will help you unleash the power
of not giving a f*ck about: Family drama Having a "bikini body" Iceland Coworkers' opinions, pets, and children And other bullsh*t! And it will free you to
spend your time, energy, and money on the things that really matter. So what are
you waiting for? Stop giving a f*ck and start living your best life today!
Are you overdue for some attention? Wondering why you aren't getting
recognition and compliments you deserve. Feeling disgruntled because your
praiseworthy efforts are not being recognized.HERE'S A GREAT BOOK FOR
YOU!Fact is, our culture today is obsessively focused on unrealistically positive
expectations: Be happier. Be healthier. Be the best, better than the rest. Be
smarter, faster, richer, sexier, more popular, more productive, more envied, and
more admired. Be perfect and amazing and crap out twelve karat-gold nuggets
before breakfast each morning while kissing your selfie-ready spouse and two
and a half kids' goodbye. Then fly your helicopter to your wonderfully fulfilling job,
where you spend your days doing incredibly meaningful work that's likely to save
the planet one day. But when you stop and really think about it, conventional life
advice-all the positive and happy self-help stuff we hear all the time-is actually
fixating on what you lack. It lasers in on what you perceive your personal
shortcomings and failures to already be, and then emphasizes them for you. You
learn about the best ways to make money because you feel you don't have
enough money already. You stand in front of the mirror and repeat affirmations
saying that you're beautiful because you feel as though you're not beautiful
already. You follow dating and relationship advice because you feel that you're
unlovable already. You try goofy visualization exercises about being more
successful because you feel as though you aren't successful enough already.The
pages of this bestseller is dedicated to those that have experience that selfdefeating monologue. The endless stream of doubt and subterfuge that limits and
taints everyday life. This book deals on solution to make sure you always get the
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recognition and appreciation you deserve. This will turn out as a conversational
wake up from the universe to rouse you up to your true potential, to get your sh*t
together yourself and get spectacularly into your lifeStop waiting for it to come
from someone else. Give it to yourself in a measure equal to what you are
entitled to receive when you purchase this book.Scroll up now and click the "ADD
TO CART" button to get this book now!!!
The no-f*cks-given guide to taming anxiety and taking back control of your life,
from the bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck and
Get Your Sh*t Together. Do you spend more time worrying about problems than
solving them? Do you let unexpected difficulties ruin your day and do "what ifs"
keep you up at night? Sounds like you need to Calm the F*ck Down. Just
because things are falling apart doesn't mean YOU can't pull it together. Whether
you're stressed about sh*t that hasn't happened yet or freaked out about sh*t that
already has, the NoWorries method from "anti-guru" Sarah Knight helps you curb
the anxiety and overthinking that's making everything worse. Calm the F*ck
Down explains: The Four Faces of Freaking Out -- and their Flipsides How to
accept what you can't control Productive Helpful Effective Worrying (PHEW) The
Three Principles of Dealing With It And much more! Praise for Sarah Knight and
the No F*cks Given Guides: "Self-help to swear by." -- The Boston Globe
"Genius." -- Vogue "Hilarious, irreverent, and no-nonsense." -- Bustle
Get Your Sh*t Together: How to Stop Worrying About What You Should Do So
You Can Finish What You Need To Do and Start Doing What You Want To Do by
Sarah Knight | Book Summary | Abbey Beathan (Disclaimer: This is NOT the
original book. If you're looking for the original book, search this link:
http://amzn.to/2GzHjO7) If your life is nowhere near as you planned it then this
book is for you, time to get your sh*t together. Getting your sh*t together is easy
to say but hard to pull off, it requires a lot of mental resilience and motivation.
Nevertheless, it's something that we need to do. If not, we will live the rest of our
lives stuck in dead end jobs, grow to be couch potatoes and procrastinate
endlessly. It might be hard, but with the right guide, you'll pull through and we
have just the thing for you. (Note: This summary is wholly written and published
by Abbey Beathan. It is not affiliated with the original author in any way) "You
can't give of yourself to others if there's nothing left of yourself to give, can you?."
- Sarah Knight Get Your Sh*t Together aids you on the process of organizing the
f*cks that you want and need to give and ignore the things that are no good for
you; the things you shouldn't give a f*ck about. A pretty straightforward book that
gives you just what you need, it helps you to spend less and save more, manage
anxiety, and teaches you the power of negative thinking. Reach out and grab
your three simple tools for getting your sh*t together included in this awesome
book. P.S. Get Your Sh*t Together is an honest book that will help get your life
on a better track. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein who famously said that once you
stop learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who said that he would want the
ability to read faster if he could only have one superpower in this world. Abbey
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Beathan's mission is to bring across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books
through our summaries. Our vision is to make reading non-fiction fun, dynamic
and captivating. Ready To Be A Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now
and Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy. Why Abbey
Beathan's Summaries? How Can Abbey Beathan Serve You? Amazing
Refresher if you've read the original book before Priceless Checklist in case you
missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're interested in the
original book but never read it before FREE 2 Page Printable Summary BONUS
for you to paste in on your office, home etc Disclaimer Once Again: This book is
meant for a great companionship of the original book or to simply get the gist of
the original book. If you're looking for the original book, search for this link:
http://amzn.to/2DOEXJu "One of the greatest and most powerful gift in life is the
gift of knowledge. The way of success is the way of continuous pursuit of
knowledge" - Abbey Beathan
????????????????????????,???????????????,?????????????,????????????????.
?????????????,????,???,???,????????????????????.??????????????,??????????
,??????,?????????......?????????????????,???????????????.??????????????.???
??????,????,??????????,????.??????????????.?????????????????????.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Not
Giving a F*ck and Get Your Sh*t Together comes more straight talk about how to
stand up for who you are and what you really want, need, and deserve -- showing
when it's okay to be selfish, why it's pointless to be perfect, and how to be
"difficult." Being yourself should be easy, yet too many of us struggle to live on
other people's terms instead of our own. Rather than feeling large and in charge,
we feel little and belittled. Sound familiar? Bestselling "anti-guru" Sarah Knight
has three simple words for you: YOU DO YOU. It's time to start putting your
happiness first -- and stop letting other people tell you what to do, how to do it, or
why it can't be done. And don't panic! You can do it without losing friends and
alienating people. Knight delivers her trademark no-bullsh*t advice about: The
Tyranny of "Just Because" The social contract and how to amend it Turning
"flaws" into strengths -- aka "mental redecorating" Why it's not your job to be nice
Letting your freak flag fly How to take risks, silence the doubters, and prove the
haters wrong Praise for Sarah Knight: "Genius." -- Cosmopolitan "Self-help to
swear by." -- The Boston Globe "Hilarious... truly practical." -- Booklist
OHHH NO NOT ANOTHER SELF-HELP BOOK!Wrong this book will crush your old
beliefs, about the world, the way you think, the way you talk to yourself and othersIt will
affect you, touch you, and amuse you,But most of all it will change youPart one of a
series of ten amazing life changing books that delve deep into the psyche going places
few other books have gone.Opening doors of perception using humour and brutal
honesty to make us have a very deep look at ourselves and why we fail, or think we are
failing, at relationships, business, savings, weight loss and a host of other important
areas and then offers some of the most powerful and new tech solutions around
todayWARNINGNot for the Timid
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Sarah Knight's first book, internationally bestselling THE LIFE-CHANGING MAGIC OF
NOT GIVING A F**K may have transformed your life. Now it's time to take one further
step along the road to mental declutterment; to stop whining and to start winning. In
short, it's time to GET YOUR SH*T TOGETHER! As someone who quit her job in
corporate America, built a house in the Caribbean and moved there, Knight seriously
has her sh*t together. Here, in her frank, forthright and down-right hilarious fashion, she
shares her tried-and-tested methods so that you can apply them to your own hopes and
dreams. Once you've identified your goal, laid out your strategy and narrowed your
focus, you're ready to commit. Seriously, get your shit together!
A New York Times bestseller. From the author of the bestselling book everyone is
talking about, The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F**k. the no-f**ks-given, noholds-barred guide to living your best life. Ever find yourself snowed under at the office
- or even just glued to the sofa - when you really want to get out (for once), get to the
gym (at last), and get started on that daunting dream project you're always putting off?
Then it's time to get your sh*t together. In The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a
F**k, 'anti-guru' Sarah Knight introduced the joys of mental decluttering. Get Your Sh*t
Together takes you one stop further - organizing the f*cks you want and need to give to
help you quit your day job and move abroad, balance work and fun - and save money
while you're at it - or simply get out of the door for happy hour, every day. What
everyone is saying about our favourite anti-guru Sarah Knight: 'Life-affirming . . . The
key practice she advocates is devising for yourself a "fuck budget" . . . It's a beautiful
way of streamlining your psyche' Guardian 'The best book I have read recently . . .
Absolutely blinding. Read it. Do it.' Mail on Sunday 'Genius' Cosmopolitan 'I love
Knight's book before I even start reading it' Sunday Times Magazine 'The anti-guru'
Observer ALSO AVAILABLE from Sarah Knight: YOU DO YOU: how to be who you are
and use what you've got to get what you want
A revealing exploration of people whose wealth, fame, beauty, and social status grant
them immense power. Celebrity culture drives us to aspire to be like the few who seem
to have figured out how to have it all. But is it possible that they simultaneously have
everything and nothing at all? Having treated some of the world’s most successful
people, psychotherapist “Dr. Paul” sets out to answer why so many people who have
everything end up feeling like their achievements are never enough—as well as what
that pattern can reveal about ourselves and the society in which we live. The exclusivity
of living behind the velvet rope or the gilded gate doesn’t guarantee happiness for the
rich, famous, and powerful; there are downsides to attainment as well. We all—including
people who seem protected by their privileged lives—can experience the self-destructive
behaviors common to modern life, including chronic stress, addiction, anxiety, imposter
syndrome, infidelity, negative body image, and narcissism. Division marks our era.
There’s a growing separation between the haves and have nots, men and women, as
well as the empowered and the disenfranchised. At the same time, our culture is
defined by celebrities, and the powerful, affluent people we put on a pedestal to idolize
and emulate. Too often, we think our lives would be better if we could have what they
have or be more like them. It’s time to realize that even the most admired people can
go through life feeling unloved and unable to escape their problems. From the
therapist’s chair, we learn how feelings of shame, insecurity, abandonment, and
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condition. With empathy, we can overcome our
sense of isolation by realizing that we all crave—and deserve—understanding, intimacy,
and real connection.
Strategic technology strategy for smaller financial institutions Breaking Digital Gridlock
empowers credit unions and community banks to make the shift to digital—even without
a seven-figure consulting budget. From leadership, to technology, to security, and
more, this book provides effective, real-world strategies for taking the leap without
tearing your organization apart. With an emphasis on maintaining the culture, services,
and features you have carefully crafted for your customers over the years, these
strategies allow you to make your organization more resistant to digital disruption by
adopting key technologies at key points in their evolution. Expert advice grounded in
practicality shows how FinTech partnerships and strategic technology acquisition can
foster new growth with minimal disruption, and how project management can be
restructured to most effectively implement any digital solution and how to implement
and leverage analytics. Specific implementation advice coupled with expert approaches
offer the ability to modernize in an efficient, organized, financially-sound manner. The
companion website features a digital readiness assessment that helps clarify the
breadth and scope of the change, and serves as a progress check every step of the
way. Access to digital assets helps smooth the path to implementation, and a reader
forum facilitates the exchange of ideas, experiences, and advice. Identify revolutionary
versus evolutionary technology opportunities Empower employee innovation, and stop
managing all risk out of good ideas Understand blockchain, machine learning, cloud
computing, and other technologies Forge strategic partnerships that will drive growth
and success amidst technological upheaval It is widely accepted that digital is the future
of banking, but knowing is not the same as doing. If your organization has been riding
the fence for too long amidst uncertainty and budget constraints, Breaking Digital
Gridlock provides the solutions, strategies, and knowledge you need to begin moving
forward.
The author shares anecdotes, advice, and cringe-inducing jokes based on her own
experiences of being an insecure misfit, and counsels readers on fitness, grooming,
and pursuing healthy goals.
In this “must-read for women everywhere” (Lori Harder, author of A Tribe Called Bliss),
the New York Times bestselling authors of I Had a Nice Time and Other Lies and Nice
Is Just a Place in France and founders of Betches.com give us a guide on how to thrive
professionally, get ahead in the workforce, and basically become the Beyoncé of
whatever you aspire to do. We get it. You run shit. You can go from being blackout at
drunk brunch to being ready to meet your new boyfriend’s parents in two seconds. But
how do you go from being the boss of your personal life to taking charge of your
career? That’s where the Betches come in. We are dedicated to making you the most
successful, betchiest career woman you can be. After all, we only became Betches
after we worked like, really hard. And now we’re confident enough to help you become
the best. You’re welcome. You can thank us later. As New York Times bestselling
author Jessica Knoll says, “I only ever want the cold, hard truth from a betch.” So
whether you’re trying to become a CEO, navigate an office hookup, or just save
enough money to go to happy hour twice a week, we’re here to help. It’s time to
channel your inner Elle Woods, Miranda Priestly, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Per our
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From the author of the bestselling book everyone is talking about, The Life-Changing
Magic of Not Giving a F**k: the no-f**ks-given, no-holds-barred guide to living your best
life. Ever find yourself snowed under at the office - or even just glued to the sofa - when
you really want to get out (for once), get to the gym (at last), and get started on that
daunting dream project you're always putting off? Then it's time to get your sh*t
together. In The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F**k, 'anti-guru' Sarah Knight
introduced the joys of mental decluttering. Get Your Sh*t Together takes you one stop
further - organizing the f*cks you want and need to give to help you quit your day job
and move abroad, balance work and fun - and save money while you're at it - or simply
get out of the door for happy hour, every day. Praise for the bestselling The LifeChanging Magic of Not Giving a F**k: 'Life-affirming . . . The key practice she
advocates is devising for yourself a "fuck budget" . . . It's a beautiful way of streamlining
your psyche' Guardian 'The best book I have read recently . . . Absolutely blinding.
Read it. Do it.' Daily Mail 'Genius' Cosmopolitan 'I love Knight's book before I even start
reading it' Sunday Times Magazine 'The anti-guru' Observer
Far too often artists find themselves having to compromise their art and their life because they
were not taught accurate up-to-date methods for dealing with business situations. Because of
this lack of preparedness artists miss out on valuable opportunities, financial rewards, and
access to receptive audiences. This book aims to help all artists everywhere avoid these
pitfalls and get on the track to success on their own terms. Whether you are a gallery- bound
artist, a public artist, an emerging artist, a hobbyist, a crafts-person, a student, or a seasoned
artist in need of a tune up, this manual is meant for you. This comprehensive book is informed
by decades of experience and years of research into how to perform as a professional artist in
the 21st century art world (or worlds). This book is filled with easy-to-follow instructions that will
help you do everything -- archive your work, start a mailing list, write a grant, and everything
else you can think of. This straightforward book even addresses topics you may not think you
need to know about now, but you sure will later! Consider this a handbook for all your artistic
endeavors. This book is written and designed to empower you to take your future into your own
hands.
The ultimate guide to dating - how to hitch, switch or ditch. This is the definitive guide. From
her uncensored and hilarious dating mishaps to unconventional wisdom you won't have heard
before, Sam Pease will help you work out whether he's a sleeper, a creeper or a keeper. Sam
Pease is the Dating Doctor. With a thousand dates under her belt, numerous marriage
proposals and enough dating escapades to write a trilogy, she has first-hand experience of
what makes, or breaks, a new bond. In the same way her first book Eat Less Crap, Lose That
Fat inspired readers to get slim without the gym, this book's positive and humorous style will
give readers hope and enthusiasm for the dating scene. Date Like a Dude will teach you how
to date with your head, not your heart. Whether you're sick of being single, recently separated,
a solo mum, or allergic to dating, finding a man is easy with Sam's lessons in chemistry. As
Sam says, the biggest mistake women make is assuming all the good ones are taken.
"Beautiful, good men are everywhere. You just need to be in the right headspace to see them."
Get Sh!t Done! is the ultimate tool for the procrastinator. As a procrastinator myself, I find that
a simple list works best. My motto is, "If you are not on the list, it doesn't get done." And by
listing my "to do" items each day, and checking them off, I feel like I am moving forward in life.
Use this notebook to create a habit that takes very little time to complete. Don't spend hours
decorating a planner when all you really need is a simple list to "Get Sh!t Done!" Inside the
notebook, you will find no distractions, just simple list-style pages where you are in control of
adding and tracking your tasks each day. So add it to your cart and "Get Sh!t Done" starting
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The Shift Stirrer Method is a five step method to get your sh*t together and shift your
perception. It is a thought provoking and awareness building workbook, leading you from
suffering to shifting.
Far too often artists find themselves having to compromise their art and their life because they
were not taught accurate up-to-date methods for dealing with business situations. Because of
this lack of preparedness artists miss out on valuable opportunities, financial rewards, and
access to receptive audiences. This book aims to help all artists everywhere avoid these
pitfalls and get on the track to success on their own terms. Whether you are a gallery-bound
artist, a conceptual artist who is not interested in selling work, an emerging artist just beginning
your career, or a seasoned artist in need of a tune up, this manual is meant for you. This
manual is informed by decades of experience and years of research into how to perform as a
professional artist in the 21st century art world. This book is filled with easy-to-follow
instructions that will help you do everything from archive your work, to start a mailing list, to
write a grant, and everything else you can think of. It will even address some topics you may
not think you need to know about now - but you sure will later! This is a handbook for your life
as an artist. It will empower you to take your future into your own hands. For more info about
this book and other GYST products visit www.gyst-ink.com
Even teens training to be the world's coldest killers need a day off, so Marcus and Maria hit the
streets of San Francisco. But you know what doesn't mesh well with too much booze and
heartbreak? A seething cartel hit squad! It's true. Look it up.
Do you want more free book summaries like this? Download our app for free at
https://www.QuickRead.com/App and get access to hundreds of free book and audiobook
summaries. Learn how to stop worrying about what you should do so you can finish what you
need to do and start doing what you want to do. Welcome to Get Your Shit Together, before
you keep reading you should know a few things. First, this is not a traditional self-help book.
Instead, think about this as more of a “let Sarah help you help yourself” help book. In other
words, Sarah is here to offer “help” when your “self” gets in the way. I mean, if you could help
yourself, you would’ve done it by now, right? Second, this book is not about cleaning up your
physical messes in your life. You won’t be getting tips about how to gather your shit, thank it
for its service, and sending it off to the Salvation Army or Goodwill. Instead, you’ll be learning
how to tidy up your mental clutter like your career, finances, creative pursuits, relationships,
and health. Sarah thinks of this book as a “delightfully profane one-stop-shop for tidying your
mind - and making your life easier and better.” No matter where you are in your life, whether
you’re in a rut with your career, finances, or your health, you have the power to hoist yourself
out of your rut and begin living the life you want, and deserve, to live. As you read, you’ll learn
“how to set goals, how to push through small annoyances and thorny obstacles to meet those
goals, and then how to imagine and achieve even bigger goals that you may not, until now,
have thought possible.”
Are you still searching for the true meaning of your life? Do you believe there is a higher
power, but you just do not know how to get in touch with it? Do you always wonder why life is
the way it is and if it will ever get easier? This book will answer some of these questions and
hand you the nececessary tools to help you answer the remaining ones yourself. "How to get
your shit together!" is a handbook created to guide you to your true path and therefore a
fullfilling life. It explains the seven universal laws we have to live by as well as different
methods of self healing. This book is a manual; a guide to help you find yourself and transform
your life into the one you are not only meant to live, but the one you deserve to live. A live of
unconditional love and fulfillment.
In this candid, refreshing guide for young women to take with us as we run the world, Emilie
Aries shows you how to own your power, know your worth, and design your career and life
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costs, and a fear of burning out. But the landscape is changing, and women are taking an
assertive role in shaping our careers and lives, while investing more and more in our
community of support. Bossed Up teaches you how to: Break out of the "martyrdom mindset,"
and cultivate your Boss Identity by getting clear on what you really want for your career and life
without apology; Hone the self-advocacy skills necessary for success; Understand the
differences between being assertive (which is part of being a leader) and being aggressive
(which is more like being a bully) - and how that clarity can transform your trajectory; Beat
burnout by identifying how the warning signs may be showing up in your life and how to
prioritize bringing more rest, purpose, agency, and community to your day-to-day life; Unpack
the steps to cultivating something more than just confidence; a boss identity, which will
establish your ability to be the boss of your life no matter what comes your way. Drawing from
timely research, and with personal stories, and spotlights on a diverse group of women from
the Bossed Up community, this book will show you how to craft a happy, healthy, and
sustainable career path you'll love.
It's time to take control and 'Get Your Sh!t Together'. With The Grit Doctor on your side, find
out what you want from life and find the courage to go for it, power through life admin without
breaking sweat, and learn how to switch off and chill out.
The latest no-f**ks-given guide from New York Times bestselling author of the international
sensations THE LIFE-CHANGING MAGIC OF NOT GIVING A F**K, GET YOUR SH*T
TOGETHER, YOU DO YOU, and CALM THE F**K DOWN.It is something that happens to
most of us every day. You are up to your eyeballs in work/childcare/social commitments and
someone asks you to do that little something that promises to be the proverbial last straw that
broke the camel's back. 'No!' you think. But what do you hear coming out of your mouth? 'Yes,
that's great, I'd love to do that.' Why? How on earth . . .?? Do not fret. Help is at hand.In this
new no-f**ks-given guide, 'anti-guru' Sarah Knight is going to show you how to stop saying yes
when you mean to say no. How to be polite but firm. How to get the message across (nicely)
that you really mean it.Read this book and start taking charge of your time and your life.
Get Your Sh*t Together Journal
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